AVILA
Unpretentious and puristic!

The AVILA: An expressive design luminaire for the holistic design of urban spaces.

Clear and minimalist in design – and nevertheless expressive – the AVILA fits harmoniously into almost any architectural environment.

In yours as well?

AVILA
Designed entirely to your requirements!

Design your AVILA – whichever way you want: whether with customised decorative foil, whether with designer rings or with effect lighting.

What are your requirements?
AVILA
Holistic nature is its strength!

The AVILA: A luminaire that is created like no other for a holistic lighting concept in urban spaces.

Whether as a surface-mounted luminaire in 5 different versions:

- as a pole-mounted luminaire, suspended single or double,
- as a pole top mounted luminaire and
- as a pole-mounted luminaire, standing double or single,
as a wall mounted luminaire, suspended; as a wall-mounted luminaire, standing and as a catenary suspended luminaire.

It meets all requirements, during the day and at night.

You have the choice!
AVILA
Design and technology!

The AVILA offers functionality and efficiency: The most modern LED technology, a variety of optics as well as innovative dimming systems ensure you are equipped to meet practically all lighting requirements.

Equipped with state-of-the-art and extremely powerful LEVO3 technology with a maximum rated input power of 53 watts, it offers a variety of lighting characteristics from asymmetric to asymmetric wide, deep or right illumination clear through to rotationally symmetrical – and thus has an especially wide range of applications, even at heights of up to 6 meters.

With the use of dimming systems, the AVILA is even more efficient and convenient. Again, the choice is yours: whether DALI, StepDIM or AstroDIM.

The AVILA – the perfect combination of design and technology!

Don’t you agree?

LEVO3 (Module and optics)

www.hess.eu/en/Produkte/Hess_LED-Module